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Fust-Schöffer-Bible
from 1462
The 48-line copy on vellum is sold in our fall auction
in Hamburg on November 25, 2019.
It will be called up with an estimate price of € 1m
as lot no. 11 in the Evening Sale starting at 5 p.m.
Please find the auction terms and all relevant details
in the Evening Sale’s catalog.

The masterpiece of Gutenberg’s
direct successors Johann Fust and Peter Schöffer

The renowned 48 line bible
from Gutenberg’s print-shop, the first printing press
in the history of book printing

This work
is considered the most beautiful work from the first two
decades of book printing, it was made only seven years after
the Gutenberg Bible was published

The first book
to bear the names of its printers, and the place and date
of its completion

The first book
with a printer’s device, the alliance signet of Fust & Schöffer,
today regarded the archetype of a publisher‘s signet

The first bible
printed in the excellent Gotico-Antiqua, a small and well
legible type that became the most popular type among
incunabula printers through this work

With splendid illuminations
in gold and in colors

Complete copy on vellum,
of utmost rarity

Only 20 complete vellum copies
in existence world-wide, of which only 3 can be found
in private hands

The Crown of all printed Bibles
This bible, printed by Johann Fust and Peter Schöffer in 1462,
counts among the most noble early prints and has always been
admired by collectors and book lovers as the most beautiful bible
print of all. Up into the 19th century it was seen at eye level with
the Gutenberg Bible, often it was esteemed even higher. In his
history of the art of book printing from 1855, Carl Anton Schaab
praised it as “the crown of all printed bibles”. Accordingly, copies
were sold at much higher prices than the Gutenberg Bible, and
bibliophiles of all eras valued the Fust-Schöffer-Bible as their
most valuable gem.

Print and Typography
The bible that Johann Fust and Peter Schöffer printed in 1462 –
also known as B-48 as reference to the number of lines printed
on each page – is the fourth printed bible edition of all. It was
preceded by the 42-line Gutenberg Bible (1455), the 36-line bible
from Pfister in Bamberg (1459-60) and the 49-line bible by
Mentelin from Strasbourg (around 1460). Gutenberg printed his
bible in a choice Textura type, a lattice-like typeface in Gothic
style with a very own special aesthetic appeal, however, by the
mid 15th century it was already considered dated and too bulky.
The same accounts for the second bible print by Pfister. The third
bible print by Mentelin came out in a clumsy and little attractive
type that was also called a “bread-and-butter type”. The FustSchöffer-Bible from 1462, on contrary, was the first to be printed
in a well legible Gotico-Antiqua type developed by Schöffer. It still
shows Gothic features while it already is a reasonably humanistic type. This at that time modern letter is generally considered
Schöffer’s masterpiece and a preliminary stage to the still relevant Antiqua type, which was developed in Italy a little later.
Among all early types Schöffer’s elaborate “Fere humanistica”
(Latin for “almost humanistic”) remains the best legible type up
until today, and that may well have been the key reason for the
great international success of bible editions with 48 lines.
Schöffer’s new letter design was of epochal significance and had
decisive impact on generations of German book printers. However, his bible edition is outstanding not only in terms of typography, as layout and design are just likewise well-thought-out.

At the same time Schöffer’s bible from 1462 is the first printed
bible that specifies the printer and the date of printing, additionally, it is the first book ever with a printer’s device. The alliance
signet of the two business partners Johann Fust and Peter
Schöffer is the oldest European printer signet.

Gutenberg, Fust and Schöffer
After he had completed his “Wercks der Bücher”, the 42-line bible,
Johannes Gutenberg (around 1400–1468) had to settle a legal
dispute over deferred interest payment with his investor, the
advocate Johann Fust from Mainz.
The verdict was passed for the benefit of the investor and
Gutenberg’s print-shop, including all the inventory as well as a
part of the bible edition, went into the possession of Fust.
Together with Peter Schöffer (around 1425–1503), one of the
most competent and most creative staff members of Gutenberg’s print shop, Fust decided to continue the enterprise as of
around 1455. While Schöffer used all his skills and creativity to
push the book printing, Fust was in charge of marketing and
established international trade ties, mainly with France and Italy.
He obviously was quite successful, as the copies were distributed all over Europe. This copy here, for instance, was sold to Northern
Italy as illuminations and calligraphy clearly suggest.
Fust passed away while he was in Paris in 1466, presumably of
the plague. Schöffer took over management of the company,
which, after he had married Fust’s daughter Christina while
Fust’s son Johannes had waived his inheritance entirely, had fully
passed into his ownership. By the end of the century Schöffer
had expanded to trading his own and other’s printed works across
the entire German language region. The calligrapher, typographer, incunabula printer, book designer and publisher turned
out to be an ingenious merchant, a »divine artist and versatile
businessman, whose entire creation was blessed with success«,
as one of his biographer commented fittingly.

Illumination
From the beginning on Fust and Schöffer conceived their 48-line
bible with an eye on the international market. In order to allow

for the fancies of foreign buyers, most copies left the printing
press entirely without any decoration, so that book lovers in
France, Flanders and Italy were given an opportunity to have
their copy illuminated to their liking.
Illumination and calligraphy of this copy here was carried out in
Italy in two different steps at different times: The first shows
examples of a roundish and colorful acanthus with rich gilt illumination in Lombard style. Most prolog initials are in a floral and
ornamental make, the interior spaces of the book initials were
filled with half figures. The second illumination period took place
around 1500 and shows slender elegant letters in leaf gold on
color fields which stage biblical scenes in narrative manner, their
overall style suggests an origin in Venice in the circle of the socalled Pico-Master, the unknown book painter of the Plinius copy
of Pico della Mirandola. What else is Italian about it are the slender yet voluminous lombards and the rubrication in yellow wash.
The first quire (10 leaves) in the second volume comes from another Italian copy of the B-48, a copy that counts among the most
beautiful and most accomplished examples of Italian book
painting: the bible with the to date unidentified dove coat of
arms. Just as it was the case with the fate of many other copies
in course of Napoleon’s campaigns, this copy was also taken
apart towards the end of the 18th century, in order to use the
quires to restore the completeness of other copies. Today large
parts are in possession of the Getty Library and the Parisian
Chambre des Députés. The first quire in the second volume from
the bible with the dove coat of arms found its way into our copy
which presumably lacked exactly this quire. Next to the splendid armorial medallion on the first page, it also comprises 3 particularly fine pictorial initials from the renowned book painter
Guglielmo Giraldi in Ferrara.
Small isolated red or blue letters in places of the margins mark
paragraphs for lessons in a refectory of a monastery. These
“reading aids” were not consistently executed; here and there
the respective spots were just marked with a small letter in ink.
The book initials were made in similar stages of production. The
initial on fol. 134 in the first volume, for example, covers up an
older preliminary drawing of which a small tendril is still visible.
Similar tendrils can be found in the preliminary drawing for an
initial on fol. 76 in the second volume, which is the only one that
was neither executed nor over-painted.

Evaluation
It can be said without exaggeration that this work in a unique
and perfectly preserved vellum copy and with an illumination of
“excellent artistic quality” is of epochal importance for the history
of the book.
It is accompanied by an expertise issued by Professor Dr. Tilo
Brandis, former library director and head of the department of
manuscripts at the Berlin State Library, who assessed a price of
2.2 million euro for this copy in October 2016.
The acclaimed art historian Eberhard König wrote a comprehensive comment on the Fust-Schöffer-Bible and provided detailed
account of our copy in the monograph Biblia pulcra. Die 48-zeilige
Bibel von 1462. Concerning the high valuation of the B-48 in the
19th century he points out the following comparison of prices:
“The B48 realized far higher prices than even the Gutenberg Bible
did, c.f. vente Gaignat: No. 16 = B42 on vellum: 2100 livres; no.
17/18: Two copies of the B48 on vellum: 3200 and 2600 livres (15
years later no. 17 was sold for 4085 livres at the La Valliére
auction). In vente D‘Ouches in 1811 B42 still realized just 1901
livres, while B48 fetched a price of 2101 livres” (p. 12)

Bibliographical description
Biblia latina.
2 volumes.
Mainz, Johann Fust and Peter Schöffer, August 14, 1462.

BINDING
18th century russia over early wooden boards with blind-tooled
crest roll borders, triple gilt fillets, spines with floral gilt stamps
and two color labels; each board with five chased 15th century
brass fittings, center fittings with invocations “O Maria hilf Maria in den Himmel” (vol. I) and “Ave Maria” (vol. II); with 2 clasps.
Each volume in a modern half morocco case with gilt-lettered
title on the spine. Folio. 42 : 31 cm.

ILLUMINATION
With mostly historiated decorative initials in color acanthus on
gold or in gold on colors, illuminated and calligraphed in two
different Northern Italian styles from different periods. The first
quire (10 leaves) in the second volume from the copy with the
dove coat of arms, one of the finest examples of illuminated incunabula; this quire has a floral border with an armorial medallion (two doves on blue ground) and three splendid historiated
initials from the renowned book painter Guglielmo Giraldi.

DETAILS
481 leaves. - Collation: Vol. I: a-h/10, i-k/8, l-z/10, A-B/8; Bd. II:
a-n/10, o/12, p-z/10, A/6+1. - Colophon in De Ricci 1 variant. - GoticoAntiqua (type 5:118 G). Two columns. 48 lines. Headings and the
two colophons with printer’s device printed in red. Chapter initials
and numbers printed in red or blue and partly painted in. Yellow
capital-strokes. Partly with remains of ms. quiring. Foliation by
an old hand (one leaf skipped after leaf 148 in first volume).
Small feather sketch (Judith and Holofernes) from the 16th/17th
century in lower margin of leaf 198.

CONDITION
Very well-preserved copy. With only very few isolated stains, a few
leaves with unobtrusive traces of worming, leaf 107 in volume II
with a small marginal tear, final leaf with replaced lower corner
(no loss of printed matter).

PROVENANCE
Italian 15th century heraldic painting (dove coat of arms). - George
Hibbert (Hibbert Sale 1829, lot 1039, sold to Payne and Foss). Beriah Botfield (acquired from Payne and Foss), with his crest
and motto on a vellum sheet bound in at the beginning of each
volume, with splendid illuminations from Thomas Willement. Isabella Botfield (inherited from aforementioned in 1863) - Lord
Alexander Thynne (inherited from aforementioned in 1911) - Lady
Beatrice Thynne (inherited from aforementioned in 1918) Thomas Henry Thynne, 5th Marquess of Bath (inherited from
aforementioned in 1941, until 1946) - Longleat Library (Sale
Christie’s on June 13, 2002, lot 10). - Collection Bibermühle (census no. 4, in: Illuminationen 9, published by H. Tenschert, 2005).
- German private collection.
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